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said love was Nature's provision against Bart's terrors,
against the valuable fellows. An insistent urge—lest the
race die out. Prosaic, if true ! Not that he cared whether
Fleur had children. Queer how Nature camouflaged her
schemes—leery old bird ! But overreaching herself a bit,
wasn't she ? Children might yet go clean out of fashion
if Bart was right. A very little more would do it; who
would have children for the mere pleasure of seeing them
blown up, poisoned, starved to death ? A few fanatics
would hold on, the rest of the world go barren. The cocked
hat! Instinctively Michael straightened his own, ready
for crossing under Big Ben. He had reached the centre of
Parliament Square, when a figure coming towards him
swerved suddenly to its left and made in the direction of
Victoria. Tall, with a swing in its walk. Wilfrid ! Michael
stood still. Coming from—South Square ! And suddenly
he gave chase. He did not run, but he walked his hardest.
The blood beat in his temples, and he felt confused to a
pitch past bearing. Wilfrid must have seen him, or he
wouldn't have swerved, wouldn't be legging it away like a
demon. Black !—black ! He was not gaining, Wilfrid had
the legs of him—to overtake him, he must run ! But there
rose in Michael a sort of exaltation. His best friend—his
wife ! There was a limit. One might be too proud to fight
that. Let him go his ways ! He stood still, watched the
swift figure disappear, and slowly, head down under the now
cocked hat, turned towards home. He walked quite
quietly, and with a sense of finality. No use making a song
about it ! No fuss, but no retreat! In the few hundred
yards before he reached his Square he was chiefly conscious
of the tallness of houses, the shortness of men. Such
midgets to have made this monstrous pile, lighted it so that
it shone in an enormous glittering heap whose glow blurred
the colour of the sky ! What a vast business this midget

